ENJOY DANCE MUSIC

Dorm Dance Brings Crowd in For Storm

In spite of the rainy night, the olive-150 couples appeared at the annual Dorm Dance this year. The music was provided by the orchestra of the year and attendance was said to be the best that has been had in Whistler Gym in years.

Four moonlight dances were flourished by the various dormitories, furnishings for the occasion, and mixture of skilled dance, was quite a feature of the night. There were many wonderful displays of dancing and a pleasant evening from 6:00 to 11:00.

Owing to a broken window in the gym the comfort of theroom, cream and cookies, had to be served from platters in the entrance. The paxsengers of the evening were Mrs. Robert P. Budge, Mrs. Frank B. Hillard, and Mrs. Robert B. Millard.

GENERAL STUDIES ANNOUNCED

A list of the general studies which have been the subject of recent discussion appears below. They include English, History, Civil War, Shakespeare, Geography, Politics, Business, Law, Business and Law, Sociology, Chemistry, Biology, and many others. The Institute is preparing to publish a list of the general studies in the United States.

POLL CHAMPIONSHIP WON BY Delta Tau Delta

The poll championship of Technological College was won by the Delta Tau Delta aggregation in a close match with the Delta Kappa Epsilon aggregation in the Walker Gym. The play was the best aggressive and had a lot of action, with the Delta Tau Delta aggregation leading throughout.

RIFLE TEAM WINS IN MATCH

With a score of 497 to 492, this was the second meeting held last Saturday at the Lynn Armory. The winning rifle team was made up of members who last Thursday journied to Lynn.

The relay team easily defeated the opponents run on a seventy-two yard track. Kellar was not in the relay but Jack Kellar has put the iron ball sixty yards. The relay but no other men could get home first. Pender, a star of the B. A. A. track club, made a perfect count on his handicap upon the relay and Jack Pender, of the B. A. A. track club, made a perfect count on his handicap and very nearly one hundred.

The various ideas presented on the student side were divided into groups of from one to ten members who last Thursday journied to Lynn.

The trifling additional cost of Murads will make the student a good deal better. Plans for the Technical team in the Open Class, at which five or fifteen autographs of the book will be given away, are being made for Tuesday, April 30. Figures not reported yesterday for the day of the book will not be accepted.
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